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CORRESPONDENCE 
Seven-and even that soon proved too much for my meagre 
purse ! Nevertheless, during the months that I was driving 
I found that brakes which were never better than moderate 
and an engine which struggled to overtake a loaded ten-tonner 
made me develop' my judgment and timing to a fine degree 
and I can now drive a larger car with a confidence and accuracy 
which . were once beyond me. If anything, my apprenticeship 
has made me a little too cautious-a fault perhaps, but a fault 
.on the right side. 

Besides actual driving technique, the little Austin also taught 
me to signal clearly and intelligently; so you can imagine how 
my hair rose when I overheard the following conversation 
recently : 

"What signal do you give if you are stopping at a zebra 
crossing? " 

"Well, you put your arm out like that " (he waved his hand 
vaguely and then brought it up to an imitation of a policeman's 
" halt" signal). 

"Yes, but how can you stop people thinking you are turning 
right-they always shoot past inside me? " 

"Put the left indicator out." , 
"Oh, mine hasn't worked for months:' 
"Well, it should do." 
"Who are you to talk? You never put your arm outs ide 

the car." 
"Oh, I know, but this is what you should do." 

In conclusion, may I subscribe to your contributor's remarks 
about smoothness in driving? I once travelled many miles 
behind a nervous driver in a comfortably powered saloon. He 
would jab his foot on the accelerator, pick up speed and then 
lift his foot just as quickly, so that the passengers were con
stantly being jerked backwards and forwards in a most unnerving 
way. F. D. PAGE. 

London, W.ll. 

Tentative Overtaking Results in an Ech.elon Convoy 

[64549.]-E. A. Sitwell is to be congratulated on his very com
petent article "Road Sense,'" the need for which becomes 
mcreasingly obvious. 

However, he does not mention the reluctance of the overtaker. 
having decided hc can' t pass, to pull right il1 to the left behind 
the slower vehicle. In almost every case drivers adopt a half
way position well towards the crown of the road, sometimes 
for considerable distances. This obstructs the man with better 
judgment (or a faster car) who, without the obstruction, would 
have ample time to pass both vehicles. There often follows a 
nose-to-tail build-up irritating to all concerned. Two or three 
consecutive cases of this very common fault produce an echelon 
convoy obviously far removed from road sense. 

On grounds of his natural desire to see ahead, one would 
like to be fair and forgive the offender. But let the straight 
merge into a left-hand bend and tolerance is instantly proved to 
be misplaced. He stays where he is, actually trying to peer 
round the off side of the lorry in front-the one place he can 
see practically nothing. It never occurs to 99 per cent of drivers 
that they can get a much better view by keeping left and looking 
past the near side of the forward vehicle, across the chord of 
the arc. Tree and shrub lining the road obstruct the view 
surprisingly little. Only a verge of brick wall, dense hedge, 
raised bank or suchlike renders the position of little value. Even 
then one is no worse off than the fcllow on the crown who 
often has to make a sudden dive to avoid an approaching car 
not seen till the last moment. 

Finally, I would ask the quite well established driver to 
examine his conscience to determine how much of this middle
of-the-road stuff is really owed to blissful ignorance. Experience 
has taught me that much of it is deliberate ami wanton obstruc
tion of the possibly better man behind. D . K. BoYD. 

Glasgow. 

LOCAL PRICES 
What Accounts for the Extra 7,300 Francs in Switzerland? 

[64550.]-It is good to hear that British cars are still increasing 
their earnings of nard currency. Sales in some countries might 
well be greater, however, if local prices could be kept down 
to a reasonable level. This is certainly so in Switzerland, as 
the following example will show: 

A Jaguar Mark VII costs about £l,lOO basic in England; 
there are aboot 12 Swiss francs to £1, so the Swiss price might 
be expected to be about 13.200 francs plus transpoq costs and 
duty. (Yes, there is an Import duty to protect the non-existent 

Swiss motor industry.) But this is not the case; the price is 
20,500 francs and customs duty hardly accounts .for half of 
this difference. 

Now anyone who knows th~ British basic price, which he 
may read in The Autocar, feels pretty certain that he is being 
"done" if he buys a Jaguar, or any other British car, in Switzer
land. This is not good for sales; can anything be done about it? 

British manufacturers provide the quality and keep down 
the cost ; why should they be done out of business by the 
exorbitant prices demanded abroad? Can anyone supply a 
breakdown of the Swiss price of any British car, apart from 
those assembled in Switzerland? British residents in this 
country might like to know what they are paying for. 

Geneva, Switzerland. FOREIGN READER. 
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INDEX MARKS 
The Explanation of the M.G. Registrations 

[64551.]-1 feel that the letter [64518] from Mr. H . G. Poxon, 
published in your issue of October 31, should have an answer. 
Toe history of the MG registration letters is well worth record
ing. 

By a coincidence, the registration authority, at the moment 
my company was asking for :I batch of numbers, offered us the 
series MG. Being distributors of this make of car we accepted 
the offer with alacrity. After the war, both the series UML 
and UMG were made available to us. The tie-up with the 
.\1.G. Car Company-on whose cars the series UMG was used 
-and the series UML which we used on other cars, has 
resulted. Lately, the M.G. Car Company, as most people know, 
has issuea a Y series and we have been fortunate in having 
allotted to us the series of registration numbers YMG, which I 
think your correspondent will agree is a very pleasant ending 
to the present form of registration. 

It may interest your readers to know that we frequently 
receive letters from our clients telling us the number of cars 
bearing our registration numbers which they have met at hotels, 
both in this country and on the Continent. I think I can.. say 
that both our friends and ourselves had great fun from this very 
apt series of registration numbers. 

London, W.l. G. BRADsTocK, 
Chairman, University Motors, Ltd. 

.. HARD TIMES"? 
Should Industry Cut Its Profits? 

[64552]-1. was astonished to read the leading article in The 
Autocar of November 7 in which you support Mr. L. P. Lord's 
plea for a reduction of the 66j per cent purchase tax on cars, 
while you are aware of the huge profits made by the big 
combines in the motor industry. 

The Government's answer to Mr. L. P. Lord is obviously 
" cut your profits first before you talk about reducing purchase 
tax." 

Is not the motor industry therefore responsible for the 
motorists being bled both ways? 

Newquay, Cornwall. WILLIAM FRANCIS GREEN. 

[This is a criticism that is frequently made, but critics must 
remember that a company has a duty towards the shareholders 
who have made it possible for the company to exist. In times 
of boom, such as the past few years, when wages and salaries 
are rising rapidly, the shareholder is entitled to his share of 
prosperity, even if it is a prosperity insecurely grounded on 
inflation. Profits are always high when prices are hiah (boom) 
and low when prices tumble (slump).-Eo.] " 

THE HOME MARKET 
Manufacturers Will Need to Woo the Purchaser 

[64553.]-Having read carefully the article entitled" The Trend 
of Design" in your issue of October 31, I most strongly disao-ree 
that it " ... may thus be fairly described as having consider
able authority in the information which it dispenses and the 
comment that it provides." . 

When one reads the section dealing with engines it reveals 
that you cannot appreciate the position of the man-in-thc-street 
II?-d must be out of touch with public opinion at the present
time. 

The part of the. article to which I refer states: "However, 
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